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INTRODUCTION

The East may have something to learn from the West. Traditionally, eastern water law and western water law have been distinct. Eastern water law has functioned effectively as tort law, with landowners appurtenant to water bodies entitled to use that water—but only so long as their use was reasonable: non-disruptive of others’ consumption or methods of utilization. If demand outstripped supply, all users took a proportional hit, or
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2. E.g., Mason v. Hoyer, 14 A. 786, 791 (Conn. 1888); Hoover v. Crane, 106 N.W.2d 563, 565 (Mich. 1960). Of course, even in the East, water rights are property rights, protected as a compensable taking in some circumstances. See generally Hensley v. City of Columbus, 433 P.3d 494 (6th Cir. 2006).
what was deemed reasonable going forward was reassessed according to a well-established set of factors. Western water law, by contrast, has functioned effectively as property law, with those first in time allowed to claim first right—but only so long as they actually put the water to beneficial use: did not hoard title for later use. When demand outstripped supply, those lower on the ladder had to cede way for those who began diverting for beneficial uses earlier.

That was the traditional view. But the landscape is shifting. Increasingly, commentators point to the growing merger of eastern and western water law. By moving to a comprehensive permit system, the East's tort-based system of "riparianism" has begun to look more like the West's property-informed rubric. Water permits look more like usufructuary water rights than nuisance doctrine. The West, likewise, has begun to mimic the East. By incorporating and giving teeth to doctrines such as waste, western water rights have become infused with concepts similar to the East's tort-based scheme. Limited western water rights lose some

3. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 850A cmt. j (1979); e.g., Michigan Citizens for Water Conservation v. Nestle Waters North America, Inc., 709 N.W.2d 174 (Mich. App. 2005). There are very few reported cases in which competing reasonable uses are irreconcilable and one or the other must be discontinued. E.g., Taylor v. Tampa Coal Co., 46 So.2d 392 (Fla. 1950).


of their property sheen for the sake of a reasonableness patina. Thus, the convergence of eastern and western water law begins.\footnote{1}


10. Elliott, supra note 7, at 84-85. See generally Ricci, supra note 7; Garner, supra note 7; Len, supra note 7.


assumption is that land and water planning should have been long intertwined, this assumption does not hold. Rather, land use regulation and water governance historically have been disconnected. Whether this is a consequence of the overall fragmentation of environmental law, embedded presumptions that promote growth, or something else, the truth remains. As Professor Dan Tarlock and Lora Lucero have observed, “Water supply and land-use planning are disconnected because they have historically been, and currently remain, the separate responsibility of different levels of government.” Federal and state entities govern “water resources and [are] primarily motivated by . . . economic efficiency. On the other hand . . . , cities and counties have been the planners and regulators of our land resources and have been motivated primarily by . . . preventing nuisances. A very dumb process has evolved by default, not by design.”

Now, however, that historical disconnect is breaking down. New movements in the law are inching land and water regulation closer together. One of the foremost examples is “assured supply” or “assured water supply” laws—mandates that require developers


17. Id.
18. See generally supra note 12.
to show that there is sufficient water available before a new land development may go forward. Assured supply laws bridge water and land use regulation by putting back together in the law topics that are intrinsically connected in nature. Land planning should consider its impact on water, because land use changes water availability. Water planning, likewise, should assess land considerations, because land use relies on water availability.

Although some eastern jurisdictions have begun taking action on the assured supply front, these laws remain overwhelmingly western. As one recent study showed, nine of the eleven most western states in the contiguous United States have adopted some form of assured supply law. The only exceptions: Idaho and Utah, and even there, localities have filled in some of the gaps. By contrast, only two eastern states have enacted assured supply laws comparable to western measures: Florida and Vermont.

This should not be surprising. The West is markedly more arid than the East, with cities like Phoenix and Los Angeles receiving eight and thirteen inches of rain per year, while cities like Chicago and Baltimore take in thirty-six and forty-two inches of precipitation per year. The West also has been the nation's engine of growth for the recent past, boasting seven of the ten fastest growing states from 1990 to 2000. The West's assured supply laws have been adopted largely in response to this wave of change, as states struggled with natural population booms, an influx of people from other regions, and the concomitant strain on resources—including water.

But the tables may be turning. The East, too, has begun to grow rapidly. The pain of sprawl is as acute there as anywhere. And the specter of climate change looms over the region's

---

20. Id. at 1269-70.
22. Id. at 4-5.
23. See discussion infra Part IV (outlining current assured supply laws in the East).
historically abundant water supplies, which are becoming increasingly tight even absent the threat of global ecosystem transformation.26

The question thus presents itself: Should the East follow the West's example of adopting assured supply laws? Does the East have something to learn from the West?

For The John Marshall Law School's timely Eleventh Annual Kratovil Conference on Real Estate Law and Practice, Water as a Resource: Impact on Real Estate Ownership, Development, and Land Use Policy, this Article broaches this inquiry. It asks whether the West's relatively unique, and increasingly ubiquitous, assured supply mechanism should be translated more broadly into the East.

The Article breaks this query down into four subparts. Part I briefly surveys the reasons why western states have enacted assured supply laws, and then assesses whether those rationales translate to the East. Part II outlines the benefits and costs of assured supply laws, with an eye to whether assured supply laws' net benefits would be useful for eastern states. Part III then examines potential obstacles to importing a western water law device into an eastern water law system, namely, the region's divergent water law systems. Finally, Part IV concludes with a brief assessment of the nascent state of assured supply law in the East, and some initial suggestions of policy considerations that eastern lawmakers may want to weigh before enacting assured supply laws of their own.

I. ASSURED SUPPLY LAW RATIONALES

States adopt assured supply laws for many reasons. Legislators, lobbyists, and interest groups that agitate for these measures carry a heavy slate of rationales for their enactment. The laws, they urge, help the environment, stop sprawl, enhance planning, and level the playing field for homebuyers and sellers.27

27. See, e.g., Tracey Kaplan, New Law Links Water Supply to OK of Large Housing Tracts, SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS, Oct. 10, 2001, at 19A (reporting that proponents of California's assured supply law believed it would conserve water and help address the impacts of drought); John Roszkowski, Planning for Growth with Water in Mind, ELM LEAVES (Elmwood Park, Ill.), July 26, 2006 (stating that one proposed solution to problems of water scarcity in the outlying suburbs of Chicago is a permitting process); David Snyder, A New Direction in Water Law: Frederick Ordinance Resembles Western U.S. Approach, WASH. POST, Sept. 23, 2002, at B1 (explaining proposed water-use reforms in Maryland); see also Davies, supra note 19, at 1230-31 (commenting on the benefits that assured supply laws provide); Lincoln L. Davies, Assured Water Supply Laws in the Sustainability Context, 3 GOLDEN GATE U. ENVTL. L.J. (forthcoming 2010).
They simply make for more prudent living. As supporters of California’s law asserted in favor of its enactment, “approving new development faster than new water supplies are developed puts existing customers at risk during future droughts.”

That the rationales offered for assured supply laws are so divergent is telling, because the way the laws function is relatively uniform—at least in structure. The typical assured supply law works in three parts. First, a developer seeking to build a new subdivision or other project makes its application to the local planning board or other agency charged with pertinent approval authority. Second, as part of its overall review of the application, the planning authority evaluates information provided on whether there will be sufficient water to supply the development. Often, this information is submitted by water officials or utilities, although some laws anticipate that the developer itself will present the information. Finally, the planning authority determines whether the development may proceed, taking the question of water availability into account.

Nevada’s law exemplifies this structure. Developers seeking to subdivide land begin the process by filing a “tentative map” with the local planning commission. In reviewing the tentative map, the planning board must consider numerous factors, including the “availability and accessibility of utilities,” the “availability of water which meets applicable health standards and is sufficient in quantity for the reasonably foreseeable needs of the subdivision,” and “[e]nvironmental and health laws and regulations concerning water and air pollution, ... facilities to supply water, [and] community or public sewage disposal.” While the land commission retains discretion for how precisely to deal with this information, it cannot approve the “final map” for the subdivision absent credible evidence from water officials that there will be a sufficient water supply available. “A final map presented for filing must include a certificate by: ... [the] Division of Water Resources of the State Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, showing that the final map is approved ... concerning water quantity.”

California’s law is similar. It too follows the three-step process of application, evaluation, and approval only with adequate water. The law requires that, before a city or county may “approve, conditionally approve, or disapprove” a proposed

29. See Davies, supra note 19, at 1248-50, 1257-62 (explaining California’s assured supply law).
31. NEV. REV. STAT. § 278.349(3)(a)-(c).
32. NEV. REV. STAT. § 278.377(1)(b).
subdivision, it must “include ... a requirement that a sufficient water supply be available.” In California, a “sufficient water supply” is not necessarily determined by state-level water officials, but rather, is a water source that will both “meet the projected demand associated with the proposed subdivision” and be “available during normal, single-dry, and multiple-dry years within a 20-year projection.” Nevertheless, the presumption in California is that the applicable public water system will assess whether there is sufficient water and will do so based on its most recent, full-scale urban water management plan. It is only if the public water system fails to respond to the request for water information—or indicates that it will not be able to serve the new development—that the land use agency will look elsewhere for water supplies.

At their core, assured supply laws thus function as a threshold check against improvident decisions. They aim to prevent land planners from letting development through if there are insufficient resources to support it. They hope to ensure that homebuyers purchase residences that come with the amenities they naturally expect. They attempt to avoid developers foisting onto the rest of society their projects’ costs, whether those costs manifest as strains on existing residents' water supply, environmental impacts from water transfers to new developments, or otherwise. In short, assured supply laws aim to put the “smart” of smart growth into planning too: “smart planning for smart growth.”

33. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66473.7(b)(1).
34. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66473.7(a)(2).
35. See CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66473.7(b) (stating that the legislative body of a city or county must determine if a sufficient water supply is available).
36. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66473.7(c)(1). Under California law, an urban water management plan, or UWMP, “shall describe and evaluate sources of supply, reasonable and practical efficient uses, reclamation and demand management activities.” CAL. WATER CODE § 10615 (2010). “The components of the plan may vary according to an individual community,” but it must “address measures for residential, commercial, governmental, and industrial water demand management” and set forth “a strategy and time schedule for implementation.” Id. Plans must be updated at least every five years. CAL. WATER CODE § 10621(a).
37. CAL. GOV'T CODE § 66473.7(b)(3)-(4).
38. Davies, supra note 19, at 1235-37.
39. Id. at 1231-32.
40. See id. at 1232 (noting that developers “reap unjust profits” when they are able to hide the price of water rights during initial property sales transactions).
Because assured supply laws are adopted for many reasons, there are just as many ways to view them. Scholars typically have characterized these laws from two perspectives: (1) as bridges helping break down the historic disconnects between land and water planning, and (2) as environmental regulatory tools that deliver a number of benefits outweighing their costs. In assessing whether assured supply laws should be used more heavily in eastern states, it matters how the laws are viewed. Based on the rationales typically given for the adoption of assured supply laws, this Part delineates three lenses through which the laws can be examined and concludes that, no matter how they are seen, there is reason to import assured supply laws from West to East.

A. The Growth Lens

A key reason states have begun adopting assured supply laws is to help grapple with the rapid growth the West has faced over the last two decades. Indeed, the West's latest "boom cycle" has been so transformative that one set of commentators recently termed it a transition from "urban oases to archipelagos"—a virtual explosion of urban landscapes across the region:

The West is no longer an Eastern and European colony. It has become a classic example of modern, if not post-modern, globally integrated, service, information and manufacturing economy. Today . . . , the West is growing for the very reasons people were originally deterred from settlement of the region—its harsh climate and rugged, often bleak, non-European landscape. The "New West's" "commodities" include its climate, mountain and desert wilderness areas, scenery, free-flowing rivers and open spaces, combined with the public and private infrastructure to support what millions perceive as a high quality of life.

It was on this background that the West began adopting assured supply laws. Worried about what such an expanding population would mean for its resource base when the region was already so arid, policymakers turned to their toolkits. Assured supply laws became part of the answer.

To be sure, the West had reason to worry. Of the top five fastest growing states in the nation from 1990 to 2000, the West boasted all five. And of the ten fastest growing states during the same period, the West was home to seven. For many states, there was no comparison. Places like Nevada and Arizona posted growth rates that were, for lack of a better term, off the charts: sixty-six

42. See generally supra note 12.
43. See generally Davies, supra note 19.
44. Tarlock & Van de Wetering, supra note 12, at 163.
45. Id. at 163-64.
46. CensusScope, supra note 25.
47. Id.
percent and forty percent, respectively. Other western states were not far behind. Indeed, only three western states in the continental United States experienced growth rates lower than ten percent during the 1990s: North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming. Las Vegas—both the epicenter and symbol of western growth—epitomized the trend. Change was so fast in that part of the Nevada desert that some observers deemed roadmaps “almost useless” because they were out of date before they could go to print. “Houses are thrown together and occupied even before the streets outside them are paved or the sidewalks poured.”

What came with all this growth was not just a linear increase in resource consumption. The booming West was also the sprawling West. And sprawl, as always, brought an exponential demand on resources—including, especially, ever-precious water. Westerners already used water more heavily than other states, in no small part because water use does not go as far in arid regions. With sprawl, however, the effect is exacerbated because so much water goes to propping up water-intensive landscaping techniques for single family homes. There is a reason why the natural landscape of Phoenix is more red rock than Kentucky bluegrass. Nonetheless, the West is profligate in its water use. In 1990, when the region’s population explosion was about to burst, national per capita water consumption was 185 gallons-per-day. Yet four of the five heaviest users in the nation were in the arid states farthest west of the Continental Divide: Nevada at 344 gallons-per-day, Utah at 308, Idaho at 262, and Wyoming at 260 gallons-

---

48. Id.
49. See Tarlock & Van de Wetering, supra note 12, at 163 (“From 1990 to 1995, ten of the nation’s fifty fast growing countries (including the fastest) were in one state, Colorado.”).
50. See CensusScope, supra note 25 (noting growth rates for North Dakota, South Dakota and Wyoming of .53%, 8.45% and 8.86%, respectively).
52. Id.
54. See Ellen Hanak et al., Myths of California Water—Implications and Reality, 16 HASTINGS W.-NW. J. ENVTL. L. & POL’Y 3, 19 (2010) (noting that, for California, “outdoor water use averages over forty percent of residential water use, and increases with hotter climates, larger lot sizes, and a greater proportion of single-family homes”).
Sprawl could only make this worse. The sprawl, in fact, was real. From 1970 to 1990, the West posted three cities to the national list of those most quickly urbanizing land. In the ensuing decade, from 1990 to 2000, essentially every large city in the West converted land to urban space at a rate faster than its population was growing. Given western cities' growth rates, this was quite remarkable. There are many ways to define sprawl, but there can be little doubt that urbanization outstripping such rapid growth is a strong indicator of the trend.

Assured supply advocates relied heavily on this spate of growth and the plague of sprawl to push proposed laws to enactment. The Sierra Club called assured supply laws a "Legal Tool[] for Stopping Sprawl." Other environmentalists deemed water "something that could limit the sprawl." And the Sacramento Bee, discussing California's assured supply measure, deemed it "turn[ing] water into a chess piece in the debate over growth."

In the context of western assured supply laws moving East, the question thus shifts: If the West has dominated national growth in recent years, do assured supply laws have utility elsewhere?

The answer is straightforward. Looking at assured supply laws through the lens of growth makes it quite clear that these measures should have currency on both sides of the Continental Divide. Growth is dynamic, not static. And it has changed quite substantially in the decade since the West's booming 1990s.

Although the West has long dominated population growth, that picture has started to change. From 2000 through 2009, the United States Census Bureau estimated that four of the top ten fastest growing states were no longer in the West but in the East:

---

56. Id.
59. See, e.g., Jackie Cutsinger et al., Verifying the Multi-Dimensional Nature of Metropolitan Land Use: Advancing the Understanding and Measurement of Sprawl, 27 J. URB. AFFAIRS 235, 248 (2005) (outlining various indices of sprawl); George Galster et al., Wrestling Sprawl to the Ground: Defining and Measuring an Elusive Concept, 12 HOUSING POLY DEBATE 681, 687-98 (2001) (presenting "a conceptual definition of sprawl based on eight distinct dimensions of land use patterns: density, continuity, concentration, clustering, centrality, nuclearity, mixed uses, and proximity").
61. Id.
62. Id.
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. The trend is little different when it comes to numbers rather than percentages. There were only eight states in the Union that grew by 800,000 people or more during these years, but again, four of them were squarely in the East: Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. It should not be surprising, then, that when denoting the largest urban areas in the United States—“megapolitans,” or “clustered networks of metropolitan areas that exceed 10 million total residents (or will . . . by 2040)”—six of the nation’s ten lie in the East, while only four are in the West.

So too from the perspective of sprawl: the East is a major player. Although it was clear over the last two decades that western cities were sprawling, the East was as well. Look closer at the data, and the trend becomes apparent. On the lists of the nation’s most “sprawling” and most “sprawl-threatened” cities, eastern cities dominate. While western cities urbanized land rapidly from 1970 to 1990, those that did so most rapidly were heavily eastern. The top five, in order, were Atlanta, Houston, New York City, Washington, D.C., and Philadelphia. More recently, the Sierra Club’s 1998 assessment of the situation also put eastern cities as more sprawling than their western counterparts. For large cities, the top five were, again, Atlanta, and then St. Louis, Washington, D.C., Cincinnati, and Kansas City, Minneapolis, Ft. Lauderdale, and Chicago—note, all in the East—also received this dubious distinction.

Thus, to the extent that sprawl or, more appropriately, growth gives reason for the adoption of assured supply laws, the

---

64. Id.
66. Id.
68. See Sprawl City, supra note 57 (rounding out the list: Dallas, Tampa, and Minneapolis).
69. Sierra Club, supra note 67.
70. Id.
71. Assured supply laws are unlikely to stop sprawl. See discussion infra Part II.B. Thus, even though assured supply laws are sometimes advocated for on these grounds, the more appropriate rationale is growth, not sprawl. Indeed, focusing on sprawl as a rationale for the laws could actually backfire. Davies, supra note 19, at 1275-78.
West does not stand alone. The rationales often given for enactment of the laws in that region apply in the East as well.

B. The Water Lens

“Water wars”—the term used to apply only in the arid western United States, where water “runs uphill to money” and the “whiskey is for drinking; water is for fighting over.” Not so anymore. Increasingly on this front too, the East is treading in the West’s path.

The fact that water is so scarce in the West clearly informed the region’s adoption of assured supply laws. If water is not a worry—if the prospect of more bodies means little more than increased economic opportunity—the assured supply mechanism is superfluous, or at least appears so. Prudent investors know how to turn down projects short of necessary amenities, just as prudent planners know when resources are becoming more limited. Absent limited water, cause for new measures breaking down traditional regulatory silos to account for water scarcity would seem unlikely.

Lack of water, indeed, is part of what helped drive such widespread enactment of assured supply laws. The American West is famously dry. Dealing with a scarcity of water is woven into the region’s cultural fabric. “Water has an emotional and symbolic meaning for the West that transcends its commodity value.” From the testy negotiations of the Colorado River Compact to the construction of massive manmade lakes serving as reservoirs, from the battles of fish-versus-electricity to the

---

74. See Davies, supra note 19, at 1230-31 (discussing supply laws).
76. Davies, supra note 19, at 1233-34.
77. Id. at 1225-27, 1230-31, 1247-50.
doctrine of prior appropriation itself, water dilemmas pervade western politics and law.81

When Arizona adopted the first assured supply requirement as part of its Groundwater Management Act of 1980,82 the reason why was largely water-centric: not the state’s concern about homes having enough, but rather, the desire to tap into federal funding for the massive Central Arizona Project, which provided a way to extract the Colorado River’s liquid gold.83 Likewise for California, drought was what helped push its bills through.84 If the state were not subject to repeated water shortages, S.B. 221, California’s assured supply law, might not have become reality.85 And the list goes on.86

So when the question of whether assured supply laws also should be used in the East is posed, it is only natural to inquire whether water is actually a problem for that part of the United States as well. For a long time, the answer has been a resounding “no.” The mantra of the East has not been “whither water?” but “water, water everywhere.” After all, the region’s natural precipitation dwarfs the West’s: fifty inches per year for Atlanta to Boise’s twelve; forty-three inches per year for Raleigh to Reno’s seven.87 The very basis of riparianism, indeed, is that there will be


84. Davies, supra note 19, at 1247-48.

85. Id.

86. See, e.g., Lora A. Lucero, Water and the Disconnects in Growth Management, 31 URB. LAW. 871, 880-81 (1999) (explaining the methods the New Mexico legislature took to require sufficient water supplies in new subdivisions); Strachan, supra note 12, at 452 (discussing how courts have found that preventing water shortages are “in the interest of the general welfare”).

ample water. That is why the doctrine assumes that consumption can be ratcheted down rather than cut out for some users entirely; there is still enough to go around.

The hard fact, however, is that riparianism's presumptions no longer hold. In the twenty-first century, the East is now the battleground for its own water wars. Perhaps most notable is the continuing dispute over the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint ("ACF") River Basin that feeds Atlanta, Alabama, and Florida, but there are others as well. From the need for a western-style interstate compact for the Great Lakes to fights over water flows in the Catawba and Yadkin-Pee Dee Rivers from North Carolina to South Carolina, water availability no longer is a problem common only in the western United States.

The ACF controversy alone should be proof that times have changed. That an area marked by "rivers, swamps, marshes and high humidity and heavy thunderstorms" can serve as the epicenter for what many are calling "one of the biggest water wars in the United States in the last 30 years" is telling indeed. Yet it is the natural byproduct of the very reason that states and localities adopt assured supply laws in the first place. As David Feldman of the University of Tennessee recently observed, "rapid population growth and urbanization" have subjected eastern rivers to levels and kinds of demands they have not faced before.

So [now.] the same water that Atlanta has to use for its municipal water supply is the water that upstream users need to support recreation and flood control, and downstream users need the support agriculture, urban growth and a very lucrative fishing industry . . . . [At some point, s]omebody is going to have to

93. Id. (quoting Feldman).
The problem is that it is likely only going to get more difficult to blink. With climate change bearing down, water supplies are almost certain to shift. While some areas, including the Southeast, may get more water—to the point of increased flooding—others will certainly get less. The almost inevitable result is both (1) a mismatch of timing, supply, and demand and (2) less room for error in water planning. The prospect of such a changed waterscape has been projected to be dramatic enough that some scholars have noted the possible federalization of what long has been states' domain: water law. As one recent study concluded, "The Southeast United States may be one of the most vulnerable regions in the United States to climate change," in part because of lost precipitation in some areas of the region.

All this should make one thing very clear: The days of the West standing alone as the part of the country subject to recurrent drought are over. The East is vulnerable now too, and the "modern" water "wars" that its states are fighting as a consequence are in all likelihood merely "harbingers of future disputes." If the East is not yet at a place where water constraints make assured supply laws appropriate, it is on its way there.

C. The Sustainability Prism

If growth and water are monochromatic lenses through which assured supply laws can be seen, sustainability is a multidimensional prism. Although assured supply advocates

94. Id.
95. See, e.g., Jens Hesselbjerg Christiansen et al., Regional Climate Projections, in CLIMATE CHANGE 2007: THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE BASIS 850 (Susan Solomon et al. eds., 2007).
96. Id.
98. See generally Robert W. Adler, Climate Change and the Hegemony of State Water Law, 29 STAN. ENVTL. L.J. 1 (2010).
101. Davies, supra note 27.
typically do not express their desire for these laws in the precise terms of sustainable development, assured supply measures clearly militate in its direction. These laws seek to limit development to circumstances where there will be sufficient resources—namely, water—for the development going forward. That is the very concept of sustainability: development that does not strain resources beyond their limits, measured on a long-term basis.\(^{102}\)

Although some have criticized sustainability, or "sustainable development" as it is often called, as simply a refurbished or watered-down version of traditional conservation,\(^{103}\) there is more to the concept. Unlike historical environmental protection, which typically focuses solely on the environment (often in narrow terms of risk mitigation and public health), sustainability is much broader.\(^{104}\) It shares environmental law's ultimate aim of "regulating activities that occur in the here and now to temper their potentially tragic consequences for the there and then," and then goes further.\(^{105}\)

Scholars typically phrase sustainability's goals in terms of a "triple bottom line," or the "three Es": environmental protection, economic development, and equity.\(^{106}\) That is, while traditional environmental protection sees social and economic aspects of problems as separate and distinct from the environmental components, sustainability views them as indelibly woven together.\(^{107}\) Rather than pulling at one thread of the fabric, it seeks to take in the whole. "[A]n environmental crisis, a

\(^{102}\) See generally, e.g., HERMAN E. DALY, BEYOND GROWTH: THE ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (1997); PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT, SUSTAINABLE AMERICA: A NEW CONSENSUS FOR THE FUTURE (1996); WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, OUR COMMON FUTURE (1987).

\(^{103}\) See, e.g., EDITH BROWN WEISS ET AL., INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND POLICY 45 (2d ed. 2007) ("[s]ome have argued that the term sustainable development is oxymoronic (how can development, as change, be sustainable), or so general as to be meaningless."); cf., e.g., Robert W. Benson, The Threat of Trade, the Failure of Politics and Law, and the Need for Direct Citizen Action in the Global Environmental Crisis, 15 LOY. L.A. INT'L & COMP. L.J. 1, 12 (1992) (calling Agenda 21 "watered down" and "unenforceable").


development crisis, an energy crisis. They are all one . . . . Ecology and economy are becoming ever more interwoven—locally, regionally, nationally, and globally—into a seamless net of causes and effects.” 108 Professor J.B. Ruhl refers to this as sustainable development’s five-dimensional “algorithm”: the need to maximize environmental protection, economic development, and equitable considerations, simultaneously, over both space and time. 109

Obviously, any concept as multi-layered as sustainable development poses many challenges. It is extremely malleable, so it may mean many different things to many people. 110 It invokes the concept of economic development in the same breath as environmental protection, and thus, by putting the ideas under the same umbrella, may force compromise from baseline levels of environmental protection that already exist.111 It is fuzzy. It is vague. It may even create a connotation that its three core principles are always in conflict, when often they are not.112 These are just the tip of the sustainable development criticism iceberg.

Despite the critiques, however, there are good reasons for pursuing sustainability as a policy objective, through sustainability law. Environmental law has been criticized for years as too fragmented, too piecemeal, too short-sighted, too narrow. 113 New law rooted in sustainability would move beyond those critiques by reaching more broadly, by seeing resource consumption as it is: connected to all aspects of society—to the production of wealth, the distribution of it, the maintenance of the ecosystems that allow for production in the first place—not just one of these aspects.114

108. WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, supra note 102, at 4-5.
110. See, e.g., David R. Hodas, The Role of Law in Defining Sustainable Development: NEPA Reconsidered, 3 WIDENER L. SYMP. J. 1, 15 (1998) (“It is much easier to identify practices that are not sustainable than to define what sustainable development is.”); Barbara Stark, Sustainable Development and Postmodern International Law: Greener Globalization?, 27 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL’Y REV. 137, 151-54 (2002) (“The substantive content of [the Brundtland Report’s original] definition, as many commentators have observed, remains ambiguous.”).
111. E.g., ERIC T. FREYFOGLE, WHY CONSERVATION IS FAILING AND HOW IT CAN REGAIN GROUND 81 (2006).
113. See supra note 14 (listing sources for discussions of the fragmentation of environmental law).
114. NATHALIE J. CHALIFOUR ET AL., LAND USE LAW FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (2006); DOUGLAS FISHER, THE LAW AND GOVERNANCE OF WATER RESOURCES: THE CHALLENGE OF SUSTAINABILITY (2010); MARIE-
The question, then, is whether assured supply laws can help promote these goals, whether they can help move land and water regulation beyond their traditional, narrow silos to a broader regulatory vision. In a recent article, I took an initial assessment of this question and found assured supply laws a somewhat mixed bag from the sustainability perspective. Assured supply laws make great strides for sustainability, on one hand, by moving the law closer to a future-looking model that weighs current decisions always in light of later effects. They also implement the very kind of minimum environmental protection baseline—sufficient water or no development—that sustainability calls for, although they perhaps could go further than they do. On the other hand, assured supply laws zero in on only one aspect (water) of a mere third (the environment) of sustainability’s multi-prolonged attack. For this reason alone, the laws might most fairly be seen as nudging the ball toward the sustainability law goal line rather than delivering a game-changing pass.

That said, to the extent that assured supply laws promote the development of sustainability law—to the extent they might help make society more sustainable—it bears asking whether that likelihood differs from West to East. The answer hinges largely on the need for society to become more sustainable, a need that certainly varies from one region to the next but that persists nationwide nevertheless. From the assured supply law perspective more specifically, the answer depends primarily on background problems with water availability. It is already clear the direction the East is heading on that front.
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II. ASSURED SUPPLY BENEFITS AND COSTS

Even if the same rationales for adopting assured supply laws in the West exist in the East, an additional inquiry is necessary. Will assured supply laws have the same value in the East as they do in the West? Part of this question must be answered based on whether the laws can actually work in the East, a topic taken up in Part III. But absent problems on that front, there is no reason to think that assured supply laws will not benefit eastern states just as they do western jurisdictions.

A. Benefits

Prior scholarship has cast assured supply laws’ benefits into five categories. The laws appear to (1) protect consumers, (2) make planning more holistic at the project level, (3) foster greater coordination among land and water planners at more general levels, (4) improve the legal system for allocating water rights by sending earlier signals about potentially infringing uses, and (5) incentivize greater water conservation. A brief explanation is in order.

Initially, one might think that, from a consumer protection perspective, assured supply laws are redundant. After all, both prudent investors and cognizant land planners should be expected to take an issue as obvious as water into account. Moreover, even absent such un-coerced protection, the common law should serve to guard against problems of inadequate water. Courts—including those in the East—have long held that there is an implied warranty of habitability that allows for suit if a home is not equipped with basic amenities. That implied covenant extends to water supplies. As the Vermont Supreme Court held in Willard v. Parsons Hill Partnership, “[I]t is obvious . . . that failure to provide potable water to a housing project would be a breach of the implied warranty of habitability.” Thus, even absent an assured supply law, a homebuyer who rationally believes that her new property will have sufficient water has a way to correct the problem if it does not. Arguably at least, then,
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there is no need for the assured supply law; it is just red tape and unnecessary administrative expense on the front end, risking only to slow development down.128

The problem is that, empirically, this argument appears to be wrong. Assured supply laws do protect consumers because homes are built with inadequate water stock.129 Areas of Arizona not subject to that state’s assured supply requirement may be the most egregious. A recent survey showed that thirty-five percent of building applications in those areas lacked adequate water.130 Likewise, numerous instances of proposed construction with insufficient water have been caught, or challenged, by assured supply mechanisms in jurisdictions from Oregon to California. Summit County, Utah, for instance, adopted an assured supply law of its own because a new development faced inadequate water after the fact.131 It may seem remarkable in this modern day that construction could go forward absent an assurance of water, but this is the reality.

Assured supply laws thus have consumer protection value.132 Indeed, if this is not their most significant benefit, it is a core one. Suit based on implied covenants is a safety net. But assured supply laws render the need for the net more remote. Especially given how expensive, uncertain, and time-consuming litigation can be, this benefit is significant. Assuring that there is water beforehand almost always should be more efficient than a contentious dispute to resolve the problem after.

This type of efficiency from consumer protection also highlights assured supply laws’ second and third benefits: improved planning at both the project scale and at a broader level.133 The more holistic nature of planning induced by assured supply laws at the project level should be plain. If land planners typically have not considered water supplies, adding that question to the mix makes their efforts more complete. Holistic planning is more effective. It is more accurate, more efficient, and more resilient.134 Given the history of disconnecting land use and water planning, combining these activities in assured supply laws is an important step. The need to correct this traditional disconnect, in fact, is the reason why there was room for assured supply laws in
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Assured supply laws' other planning benefit is less obvious. It is that by pushing land planners to consider water, they may begin coordinating more closely with water officials and, as a consequence, both sets of plans may become more integrated and robust—separate and apart from any planning benefits specific to the proposed project. A number of assured supply laws clearly promote this goal. California's law, for instance, creates a presumption of sufficiency for assured supply assessments that rely on local water providers' urban water management plans. Nevada and Arizona's laws likewise direct developers to obtain approval from their states' respective water experts before going forward with development. By doing so, these laws encourage the flow of information both ways. Indeed, there is qualitative evidence that assured supply laws can and do promote planning synergies among land use and water officials in ways that would not otherwise occur.

The fourth benefit of assured supply laws is less obvious still, but nevertheless real. It is a legal efficiency benefit. By requiring developers to demonstrate that they have adequate water before their projects can go forward, assured supply laws throw early light on potentially infringing uses of others' water rights. That is, they send a signal to other water rights holders that a new development may impact their ability to use the same water in the future. Obviously, this kind of informational signal does not create a new or stronger cause of action to protect one's water rights. But it does mean that the likelihood of challenge sooner than later increases, potentially preventing more costly litigation about how to allocate water consumption after the fact.

Finally, assured supply laws tend to promote water conservation. They do this by internalizing costs. To illustrate, consider two developers. Developer A faces no assured supply requirement but is confident that sufficient water will exist for his development. Developer B, on the other hand, is subject to an assured supply law and thus must prove adequate water before building. She has an incentive to conserve, while Developer A does not, even if there will be adequate water for both developments. Why? The assured supply law gives Developer B reason to
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conserve because if she can demonstrate that less water will be needed for her development, she can forego the cost of acquiring a new water supply (or as large of one). The prudent developer should always make that choice if conservation is less expensive than water purchases, and there is evidence that efficiency is often cheaper than new supplies. Thus, states with assured supply requirements also have seen developers becoming more conservation-minded, due at least in part to these laws.

B. Costs

Assured supply benefits do not come without costs. Perhaps foremost on the minds of these laws’ opponents are the risks of increased home prices. This risk is real. One recent study showed that the presence of assured supply requirements can increase home prices by roughly one to four percent—or $400 to $8,000 per home—depending on the jurisdiction. The study’s authors thus concluded: “Reviewing water availability before approving new subdivisions can help protect communities from unforeseen water shortages, but if it is too restrictive, it can drive up home prices.”

It is questionable, however, whether increased home prices can actually be considered a cost of assured supply laws, even if it is a factor policymakers should take into account in designing the laws. To begin, the price increases in question are not particularly large, and often are comparable to or less than other facility concurrency charges that have been widely adopted in recent years. Economically, moreover, concurrency laws, like assumed supply measures, do not actually create a new cost of doing business but rather force developers to internalize what would otherwise be a negative externality: the shifting of the burden of acquiring new water stock from the entity who stands to benefit from the activity to either the local government or the homebuyer herself. It is no surprise that this kind of cost-internalization spurs the real estate community to oppose these laws. But whether such cost-internalization cuts into developers’ profit margins or is borne by the new homeowners is a separate question.
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from whether the internalization is appropriate. In any case, as assured supply measures create clear consumer protection, planning, and other benefits, small cost increases in the subdivision approval process would seem well justified.148

There are, however, other costs associated with assured supply laws. Admittedly, these costs are more ancillary than direct, but they are at least worth noting. One is the risk that assured supply laws will backfire. To the extent that assured supply advocates hope these laws will stunt sprawl, their hopes appear misplaced. Assured supply laws say nothing about sprawl. They make water an issue and they can limit overall growth in areas where there is insufficient water. But the laws impose no mandate whatsoever on the type, density, or spatial structure of developments.149 Those are the factors that dictate sprawl—not water availability.150

Worse, assured supply laws could actually exacerbate sprawl if they are not designed correctly.151 Imagine a state—say, Idaho—that decides to adopt a “voluntary” assured supply law (that is, a law that allows counties to decide whether to invoke the requirement or not). Because assured supply requirements add to both the monetary and administrative costs of building, this creates a marginal incentive, all else equal, to build in a non-assured supply jurisdiction than in a county that has adopted an assured supply requirement.152 It is, of course, possible that counties facing the most growth may be most keen on adopting these laws. If, however, those counties prefer growth, a situation that pushes sprawl out rather than hemming it in may result: a city center—Boise, for instance—that demands a water showing surrounded by less development-dense jurisdictions that do not.

Two other costs of assured supply laws may manifest, both tied to advocacy for these laws. First, given the political capital often necessary to pass these laws, adoption of assured supply laws create the risk of “symbolic assurance”: instilling a public perception that the problem the laws seek to address are solved when, in fact, they are not.153 This is, undoubtedly, a risk with any law, but when the rationales for assured supply requirements
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emphasize general environmental protection objectives such as sprawl control so heavily, and the measures' real benefits lie elsewhere, the risk is quite real. Professor Buzz Thompson has observed: "[R]eformers would be better off focusing their attention on the environmental problems themselves rather than on land use decisionmaking, which constitutes only one of a number of forces placing pressure on the nation's water resources." Relatedly, poorly designed assured supply laws open themselves up to criticism by their opponents (or opponents of property regulation generally) that environmental law has run amuck. So far, this cost does not appear particularly troublesome, but it does speak to how proponents of assured supply laws may want to consider advocating for new measures going forward.

C. From West to East?

There is little reason to think that the net benefits of assured supply laws would not apply in the East as well as the West. As long as water scarcity is a problem, assured supply laws have work to do. And, increasingly, water scarcity is a problem in the East—or at least parts of it. This trend should only accelerate as growth does.

Thus, the benefits that assured supply laws offer should give added weight for using these laws on both sides of the Continental Divide. Protecting consumers is a good thing whether in Nevada or New Hampshire. Assured supply laws do that.

Likewise, improved planning and water conservation matter irrespective of geography. Obviously, water conservation, like assured supply-based consumer protection, has greater effect where water is scarce, and that may well factor into which eastern states take the assured supply plunge first. The Southeast is facing severe water shortages; other parts of the East are not yet. Assured supply laws should be more appropriate first in places where water is in short supply than in those where it continues to remain ample. Nevertheless, conservation always has economic benefits, and it may have ancillary advantages from changing culture as well—even before water constraints take hold.

Planning benefits, moreover, do not hinge at all on water scarcity or availability. More information, especially pertinent information, can always help planners craft better designs, and
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this is one of the key benefits of assured supply laws.\textsuperscript{159} They give land planners more water information and water planners more land data. That kind of administrative cross-pollination should improve agency decision making whether planners are anticipating drought or flood.\textsuperscript{160}

Indeed, it is precisely for this reason that planners in general have begun in recent decades to increasingly integrate land use trends in their water plans. As a 2006 study showed, although “[s]tate water plans vary greatly in focus, depth, and breadth,” a number of states now use some kind of integrated water planning process that “recognizes the true spatial, ecosystem, and institutional dimensions of the planning problems and their interactions.”\textsuperscript{161} This trend is not just limited to the dry West. Eastern states have joined in too. “Although the wetter eastern states do not suffer from the same scope of water scarcity as the west, some eastern states have also begun attempting to link land use and water planning.”\textsuperscript{162} The reason is obvious. Good water planning necessitates understanding land use, and good land planning demands knowledge of water trends.\textsuperscript{163} Assured supply laws help on both fronts—whether in the East or the West.

Where western-style assured supply laws might seem to have somewhat less eastern currency is in their bolstering of the water rights system. Water consumption in the East is not based on rights per se, but reasonableness, so why employ this benefit of the laws as a reason for borrowing from western water law? As an initial matter, this may be the weakest of all the assured supply benefits, so muting its effect from one jurisdiction to the next should not necessarily diminish the reasons for using assured supply measures. Further, while riparianism does not rely on water rights as such, that does not mean that assured water supply laws still would not send the same signals about overuse and over-allocation that they send in western states. Whether the back-end mechanism for dealing with any disputes that arise are rooted ultimately in property law, tort, or some combination thereof is a separate matter from whether a competing user receives advance notice to invoke that enforcement mechanism.

Assured supply laws’ costs, moreover, should not be necessarily greater in the East than the West. Those costs hinge
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mostly on policy design—not location.164 Whether an assured supply mandate is likely to exacerbate sprawl depends on the law's universality: whether it applies uniformly rather than in checkerboard fashion.165 On a state level, that is determined by how the legislature writes the law, not the geographic location of the state where it is adopted. At a regional level, perhaps there are more opportunities for cross-state dissonance in the East than the West, simply because eastern states tend to be smaller than in the West. But this too is not a risk the East shares alone. Portland, Oregon sits on the Washington state border, just like Newark, New Jersey is on New York's. Similarly, for the risks of symbolic assurance and environmental backlash, these potential costs have very little if anything at all to do with geography. They are driven by how seriously a state takes water, and how assured supply law advocates champion the bills.166

In short, not only do the same reasons for adopting assured supply laws appear increasingly common in the East as well as in the West, the utility of these laws should translate across geography. Assured supply laws have benefits in the West. They should in the East too.

III. ASSURED SUPPLY ROADBLOCKS

Another question remains. Having established that the motives for adopting assured supply laws—and the benefits of using them—apply beyond the West, there is the problem of whether assured supply laws would actually work in the East. Because eastern states historically have used a much different system of water law—riparianism rather than prior appropriation—this disconnect in legal systems could derail the importation of assured supply laws. Eastern assured supply laws should be useful, but they in fact might not be.

As it turns out, this risk, while not immaterial, should have more to do with how eastern assured supply laws are designed than whether they can properly function. By the end of the twentieth century, many eastern states had transitioned away from pure riparianism to systems of regulated riparianism that, for assured supply purposes, render eastern states sufficiently similar to western jurisdictions. Indeed, the fact that at least two eastern states have adopted assured supply laws confirms that these laws are not entirely out of place east of the 100th meridian.167
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Eastern assured supply laws will, however, need to take the unique features of regulated riparianism into account. The eastern versions of this land use tool cannot merely be replicas of the western models. Legal adaptation will be key.

A. Water (+ Water Rights) = Assured Supply

To contextualize how traditional eastern water law may pose a barrier to assured supply laws, it is necessary to understand how eastern water law differs from western water law. Both inform the operation of assured supply requirements.

Western states, founding their water law on a rugged history of mining speculation and land exploitation, long have employed a system coined “prior appropriation.” Eastern states, by contrast, traditionally have used a system of water law referred to as “riparianism.” Prior appropriation and riparianism differ in a number of ways, but perhaps most significantly on two fronts: (1) in the kind of interests they create in water, and (2) how they treat those interests when water becomes scarce.

Prior appropriation is “as close to a private property system as we are likely to achieve,” while traditional riparianism is effectively a “common property system.” That is, prior appropriation treats water much like personal property. The property is clearly defined; the owner knows the quantity, time, place, and manner of use that attaches to the right. He can use it, transfer it, sell it—or buy more rights, if he needs more. Because access to the water is a transferrable right, it is portable: not attached to land. As a general proposition, water acquired earlier is more valuable because junior rights are subservient to those who came first, senior rights-holders.

Riparianism, conversely, yields less clearly defined rights because the doctrine starts with the proposition that the right of use is common across landowners. That is, “riparian rights attach to land,” not to users. Thus, all landowners that are
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apprant to the water body have the right to reasonably use the water.174 This concept of reasonableness dictates who can use water, and how, in times of scarcity.175 It assures, in short, "each riparian an equal claim to use the water, with a court allocating water in disputes in a way that maximizes the social benefit of the use . . . while minimizing the harm caused by one user to the others."176 This determination is necessarily contextual; it is driven by the facts of the specific case.177

Both prior appropriation and riparianism have pros and cons. Prior appropriation creates greater certainty, because rights are set in advance rather than subject to reopening anytime someone makes a competing use of the resource.178 Prior appropriation, however, incentivizes waste, both by encouraging hoarding and by spurring on speculative uses that could otherwise go to more socially optimal consumption.179 For a system that governs water use in the desert, this is ironic indeed.

Riparianism has the advantage of adaptability. As social values shift, so too can the way water is used.180 Water allocations,
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unlike in prior appropriation, are not tied up in property rights granted in a bygone age. The fact that riparian rights are so malleable, however, is precisely why the system is arguably “not well adapted to [the] needs of the coming century.” Riparianism’s pliability creates a water system that is vague, unpredictable, and fragmented. One never knows in advance what a court will find to be a reasonable use, and piecemeal judicial decisions are a poor substitute for holistic resource administration.

From an assured supply perspective, it is riparianism’s vagueness and unpredictability that is most troubling. The very purpose of the assured supply law is to make certain that there is enough water for the development and to assure the supply. But if, as is the case under riparianism, the amount of water that is available is subject to change at any given moment, the assured supply mechanism is gutted. Granted, riparianism’s indeterminateness may be mitigated by aspects of the doctrine that give precedent to domestic and industrial uses, but even those cannot erase the problem altogether. Assured supply laws demand a definite supply over a long timeframe, and riparianism prevents that.

Riparianism’s inherent indeterminacy, however, need not necessarily undo assured supply laws for the East. First, while the riparianism doctrine’s cloudiness is certainly greater than prior appropriation’s, it has no monopoly on the market. Prior appropriation is indefinite too. Water rights in the West are notoriously over-appropriated. In part, this has led to the very problem that assured supply laws, in part, seek to address: “paper water,” or assertions of legal entitlement to water that is not actually available. Moreover, the earliest claims to water in the
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West predate the administrative mechanisms for recording them, thus exacerbating any other uncertainty that already exists in the system.188 “These and other shortcomings of appropriative rights become more pronounced when less water remains unappropriated and with the growing recognition of the importance of nonconsumptive uses of water.”189 In other words, the fact that assured supply laws can function in a prior appropriation system that is at least somewhat nebulous should be evidence that the laws can function in other environments where water rights are uncertain: the East.

Indeed, the inherent disconnect between “legal” and “real” water in any resource management system highlights another reason why riparianism should not defeat use of assured supply laws east of the Mississippi River. The assured supply assessment comes in two parts. The first part is assuring that there is legal title to the water. But the second, more important part is assuring that there will be an actual supply.190 Certainly ambiguous title undermines the perfect functioning of any assured supply law. If, however, planning is good enough to predict with accuracy that sufficient water will be available, then that is all the assured supply law really needs. Who owns title matters less than whether a development will overburden natural supplies. In many ways, the question of who owns title functions in the background of assured supply assessments. Water plus water rights may be a perfectly assured supply, but water alone is often considered enough. This is because, at its core, the assured supply is more of a planning device than a legal tool.191 The assured supply mechanism uses the mantle of the law to give its innovation teeth, but its ultimate objective is not to improve water rights. It is to send a two-way signal about what water is needed and what is
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available, to planners on both sides of the land-water equation.

In any event, for assured supply purposes at least, the uncertainty of traditional riparianism may be grossly overstated from the modern day reality.

B. Regulated Riparianism

Riparianism in eastern states is not what it once was. Although the traditional common law doctrine continues to play a heavy role, the legal landscape has changed. Today, seventeen states have adopted a modified hybrid form of riparianism that Professor Joseph Dellapenna has aptly coined “regulated riparianism.”

Regulated riparianism dramatically changed how water is managed in the East. The doctrine is neither traditional riparianism nor prior appropriation, but rather, a combination of the two. The central feature of this system is the comprehensive administrative granting of permits for water use. In this way, regulated riparianism is similar to prior appropriation: Before an entity can withdraw water, it must gain an entitlement to do so. That entitlement, however, is unlike the prior appropriation water right that turns on priority of use. Instead, it is akin to traditional riparianism because the water administrator weighs a number of factors to ensure that the proposed use is reasonable. Moreover, the permit is not indefinite because most state statutes set the permit terms between three and twenty years. Like prior appropriation, the permitted use is also subject to ramping back by administrators in times of drought. Such rationing typically occurs either on a first-filing (like prior appropriation) or pro rata (like
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For assured supply laws, regulated riparianism matters. Compared to traditional riparianism, the relative certainty that water permits provide should allow for a more secure assurance of water in a greater number of cases. Although the regulated riparianism water permit is still not entirely definite, because it is both short-term and subject to rationing, it is a clear improvement over a water right that is uncertain at all times—especially from the perspective of a system that seeks certainty. Regulated riparianism thus might be seen as a bridge mechanism for assured supply laws. The laws should be able to function in traditional riparian states, but their integration into the eastern system of water law should be much cleaner in states that use comprehensive permitting systems under regulated riparianism. As Professor Dellapenna has observed, regulated riparianism "has significant advantages for water users because they know... whether their use is reasonable; they cannot be caught unaware by a judicial decision that wipes out their investment without a penny of compensation."198

Indeed, the reason that assured supply laws fit more cleanly with regulated riparianism goes beyond the comparative certainty the system offers. The goals of assured supply laws and regulated riparianism align. Assured supply laws are very much about sending signals—signals to homebuyers, to planners, to water rights holders. Likewise, regulated riparianism is all about communicating demands for water, so that planners can make better decisions. "A major purpose of the regulated riparianism permit system is to assure the gathering of necessary information to enable planning to occur on an on-going basis."199 That kind of information gathering, which is the very foundation for more holistic planning, is exactly what assured supply laws aim at too. This is why features of regulated riparianism, such as the typical requirement that permit-holders pay a fee, mesh so well with assured supply laws. Those laws seek to force water users—mainly developers—to internalize the costs of their water use.200 Regulated riparianism, at least in part, already does that.

Thus, assured supply laws should be able to function in both traditional and regulated riparian states. The laws should be able to do so in a cleaner manner in those states that have adopted permit-based systems often referred to as regulated riparianism, although, even there, some modifications to western-style assured supply laws may be necessary to move these laws east.
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C. Assured Supply Adaptation

Stating with precision how assured supply laws should best translate to the East is a difficult proposition: Both water law and water availability vary from state to state, and thus, so too must assured supply laws, and the necessity for the laws. Indeed, even for states that have adopted regulated riparianism, diversity is the rule, not the exception. There is a model regulated riparianism code, but only some states come close to following it. Nevertheless, a few basic principles for adapting assured supply laws to the East emerge.

First, the adaptation must vary across state lines. Assured supply laws in traditional riparian states will necessarily differ from those in regulated riparianism states. In the former, the assured supply law will by necessity center more on the supply than the legal entitlement. Granted, this will render the assured supply law almost entirely a planning mechanism. Assured supply assessments will have to tier off broader water plans, not legal “rights” to consumption. That is, however, also the case for many western states; many western assured supply laws say little to nothing about legal title to water, but rather, focus on planning assessments to determine whether water will actually flow. Regulated riparian states, on the other hand, can back up such planning appraisals with a second layer of certainty—consumptive use permits. Obviously permits cannot replace planning. But at the least, they will remove some of the indeterminacy that might otherwise persist.

Second, assured supply laws in regulated riparianism states will need to take into account the length of the state’s water permits. One reason some states have shorter permits is flexibility. It allows for the shifting of water supplies to higher valued uses on a more rapid basis. Assured supply laws, however, look not for change, but for stability. A new subdivision

203. Cf. supra notes 183-184 and accompanying text (describing the unpredictable nature of a riparianism water system).
204. See FRANK E. MALONEY ET AL., A MODEL WATER CODE: TEXT AND COMMENTARY 173-77 (1972) (explaining that establishing a permit term of short duration is the easiest way to “avoid the undesirable effects of inflexibility in the transfer of water rights while retaining adequate security.”).
needs water for much longer than the three years that some state water permits last.\textsuperscript{205} It may be true that, as a practical matter, water administrators tend not to ratchet back consumption from permittees with large withdrawal entitlements, even in permit renewal years. Nevertheless, the very risk of such reductions makes regulated riparianism jurisdictions more like traditional riparianism states for assured supply purposes. The shorter the permit period, the more uncertainty remains. Thus, to the extent that eastern states adopting assured supply requirements view these laws as an integral part of their land-water regulatory regime, either their planning must become more robust or their assured supply objectives must become more synchronized with their water permitting scheme. Otherwise, newly adopted assured supply laws may be more cautionary than salutary.\textsuperscript{206}

Finally, moving assured supply laws to the East must necessarily be an iterative process. The process of trial and error is bound to yield lessons that allow for one state to learn from another, and to build those lessons into their assured supply laws. Eastern water law, moreover, is continuing to evolve. For instance, as more states shift from traditional riparianism to permitting systems,\textsuperscript{207} their assured supply laws will need to shift too. Transporting any legal tool into a new environment is never easy. Western assured supply laws, nonetheless, should have an important role to play in the East, both for how they manage land and growth and for how they grapple with water. Still, eastern states that adopt assured supply laws should keep in mind that they may have as much to learn from each other in that process as they do from their counterparts in the West.

\textsuperscript{205} Cf. supra note 196 and accompanying text (indicating that some state water permits may only last for three years).

\textsuperscript{206} Davies, supra note 19, at 1279-83; see also 2 WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS, supra note 170, at § 9.05(b) ("Without real planning, one is hard put to justify any claim that regulated riparian statutes promise rational management in place of the haphazard controls that preceded the introduction of regulated riparianism."); Jeremy Nathan Jungreis, "Permit" Me Another Drink: A Proposal for Safeguarding the Water Rights of Federal Lands in the Regulated Riparian East, 29 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 369, 410 (2005) (stating that the lack of a sound federal policy on water rights management in the East is problematic); Olivia S. Choe, Appurtenancy Reconceptualized: Managing Water in an Era of Scarcity, 113 YALE L.J. 1909, 1939 (2004) (describing the benefits of long term plans).

\textsuperscript{207} See Dellapenna, supra note 168, at 552 (noting that of those state formerly using riparian rights, about half have now adopted regulated riparianism).
IV. TOWARD AN EASTERN FUTURE?

Western assured supply laws, besides their growing prevalence, are perhaps most remarkable for their diversity. They range in their application, their aggressiveness, and their interconnectedness with other land and environmental planning measures. Most are embedded within broader subdivision planning statutes, although Arizona’s statute was adopted originally to help address groundwater depletion problems. To give just some picture of the difference among these laws: Washington’s statute applies to virtually every home in the state, while California’s brings within its grasp only subdivisions of 500 or more homes. Nevada’s law applies statewide, but Arizona uses its assured supply law to restrict growth only within certain heavily populated metropolitan areas.

From this quite substantial body of law, there should be a wealth of lessons for eastern states considering assured supply laws of their own. Unfortunately, comprehensive data on assured supply performance, as noted, is sparse. The leading empirical study focused on California, and a 2007 article I wrote combined quantitative and qualitative evidence across states. Both showed that assured supply laws in fact deliver the benefits they offer, but neither was an exhaustive assessment of assured supply law performance across states, regions, and policy design. Some still doubt that assured supply laws are as effective at improving areas beyond consumer protection, such as planning and conservation, as they attest to be. Absent more definitive evidence, it thus remains unclear where, precisely, on the efficacy scale the laws actually fall.
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215. See id. at 1265 (explaining that assured supply laws are so new in many areas that comprehensive data is not available); see also discussion supra Part II.
216. HANAK, supra note 147.
217. Davies, supra note 19, at 1265-78.
Examination of western assured supply laws, however, does point to at least some factors that eastern policymakers may want to consider in crafting laws of their own. Most significantly, the array of existing western assured supply laws exposes a design matrix on which eastern laws could be framed. There are at least five key design characteristics to be taken into account: (1) the assured supply law’s universality, or whether it applies statewide or only in some jurisdictions, (2) its granularity, or whether it applies to all new development or only large subdivisions, (3) its compulsoriness, or whether it is mandatory or voluntary, (4) its stringency, or whether it requires hard proof or future water or accepts merely a promised supply, and (5) its interconnectedness, or how well it is integrated with broader water and environmental planning regimes in the state.\footnote{Id. at 1279-90.} As a general rule, assured supply laws that are compulsory, stringent, universal, granular, and interconnected should better perform than those that are not.\footnote{Id. at 1229.}

On top of these standard design factors, the contrast of traditional and regulated riparianism reveals at least three other considerations that may matter for eastern assured supply laws: their fit into the state’s water law framework, the duration of consumptive use permits in regulated riparian states, and the need to adapt over time.\footnote{See discussion supra Part III.C.} The first of these factors should be particularly important, because it dictates at the threshold whether eastern assured supply laws will be designed to demand both clear legal entitlement and an adequate supply, or simply rigorous planning. As noted, either should work, but the former should help with the law’s stringency: how, and how well, the assured supply mechanism guarantees that water will be there in the future.\footnote{Id.}

Although assured supply laws are increasingly pervasive in the West, movement in the East has been slower. Two states—Florida and Vermont—have what might be termed full-fledged assured supply laws. Their statutes restrict development based on water availability, and thus, appear to take water supply seriously.\footnote{FLA. STAT. ANN. § 163.3180(2)(a) (2009); 10 VT. STAT. ANN. § 6086(a)(2); Strachan, supra note 12, at 436-39; see also Klein, supra note 1, at 451 (recognizing that some eastern states have linked land use and water planning); Noah D. Hall, Protecting Freshwater Resources in the Era of Global Water Markets: Lessons Learned from Bottled Water, 13 U. DENV. WATER L. REV. 1, 39-42 (2009) (outlining recent changes to Vermont’s water regulation).} Other eastern states, however, also have begun inching closer to this type of assured supply requirement. Taken as a whole, these nascent eastern assured supply efforts might be put into three basic categories.
The first includes requirements, like Florida’s and Vermont’s, that are quite similar to western assured supply laws in their effort to integrate land and water planning. These are “western-style” or “traditional” assured supply laws.

The second, intermediate category comprises laws that facially demand water supplies but, in practice, likely operate on the assumption that the public water supplier will handle any water questions. Thus, this category might be referred to as “hybrid” assured supply laws because their reliance on public water utilities effectively makes them as much facility concurrency mandates as water supply restrictions. Indeed, those laws that push the water question entirely to the water utility without involving the land planning agency send a weaker planning signal than traditional assured supply laws. They tend not to bring land and water planners closer together, but rather, simply add another box to the checklist of items that land authorities routinely punch before approving development. As the New Jersey law states, “[a]n ordinance requiring approval by the planning board of either subdivisions or site plans . . . shall include . . . [p]rovisions ensuring . . . [a]dequate water supply, drainage, shade trees, sewerage facilities and other utilities necessary for essential services to residents and occupants . . . .” 223

The third category of eastern assured supply efforts are voluntary, or perhaps “incremental,” measures. Rather than actually requiring a demonstrated water supply, these laws encourage the consideration of water in land planning. In some cases, in fact, they do not even go that far. They merely authorize localities to assess water availability. The Tennessee statute is a good example. It states that local subdivision regulations “may” seek to limit “scattered or premature subdivision of land as would involve danger or injury to health, safety or prosperity by reason of the lack of water supply, drainage, transportation or other public services.”224 Such laws are certainly positive. But the anemic signals they send on the importance of integrating water and land planning hardly are sufficient to deem them full-fledged assured supply requirements.

No doubt, the eastern assured supply measures adopted to date do not represent a revolution of land planning for the region. They are more exception than rule—and the majority of the exceptions are more hortatory than prescriptive. Still, if assured supply laws are going to move eastward, if the nation rather than a single region is going to begin changing how it deals with growth, the transformation must start somewhere. Assured supply laws themselves are no cure-all. They address only one part of one

---

224. TENN. CODE ANN. § 13-3-403(a) (2010).
strand of the complex problem that is land, water, and growth. They do, however, begin the process of grappling with these thorny subjects and, as a result, may help point the way toward a new future for land governance. If eastern states begin to enact and implement assured supply laws, it may be that by going West, part of the path toward a new, eastern future may be found as well.

Table 1: Eastern Assured Supply Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Incremental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida225</td>
<td>New Jersey227</td>
<td>Maryland230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont226</td>
<td>New York228</td>
<td>Pennsylvania231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oklahoma229</td>
<td>Tennessee232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Virginia234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

As we enter the next decade, the face of the nation is changing. At last century's end, the arid American West, famous for its striking landscapes, fierce independence, and wide open spaces, in many ways dominated the scene. It was the epicenter of the new economy, a boom region where growth was the rule. Western states adopted many tactics to deal with this change. One of the ways the region started grappling with its massive growth—and the strain on resources that came with it—was by adopting assured water supply laws that attempt to limit growth to areas where water is sufficient.

Now, as tables turn and parts of the East face growth on the same order as the West saw in recent years, a natural question is whether assured supply laws might be right for that region too. At first blush, it would seem there are obstacles in the way to
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232. TENN. CODE ANN. § 13-3-403(a) (2010).
233. The Virginia statute is specific to “mountain ridge construction.” VA. CODE ANN. § 15.2-2295.1(D) (2010).
importing a western water law mechanism to the opposite side of the 100th Meridian: the relative abundance of water, the potential for benefits to go unrealized, the eastern water law system itself. Yet on closer examination, it appears that these obstacles should be more speed bump than roadblock. Although still generally wetter than the West, the East increasingly faces water dilemmas—a trend only likely to become exacerbated in the face of climate change. The benefits of assured supply laws translate regardless of geography, depending more on policy design than location. And while the eastern system of water law will mean that assured supply laws will function differently in this region than in the West, the doctrines of riparianism and regulated riparianism should not prevent use of the mechanism.

Some eastern states, in fact, have already begun down the path blazed by their western counterparts. Florida and Vermont have adopted statewide assured supply laws, and eight other states have enacted intermediate measures pushing them in the same direction. As states gain experience with these laws, as water constraints and growing pains continue to press, eastern states will have much to learn from each other. In the meantime, the East may have much to learn from the West.